
Jack's Rules of War

Intro
These simple rules were designed by my son and I so that we could play out Lord of the Rings 
adventures in about an hour or two.  The rules are designed so that both players remain engaged 
throughout.  Each figure is rated for melee and sometimes for shooting.  Each figure is also rated for 
protection so that they may deflect some attacks.  

Each figure in the game represents one man, beast or being.  Figures are usually organized into groups 
of 10 combatants.  20-30 figures per side is enough to have a fun, quick game.  The game should work 
well with 15mm to 30mm figures.  The figures we use are a “mixed bag” but are mainly 1/72 scale 
plastics figures.

Setup
There is no formal setup procedure.  In our battles, my son has usually setup the terrain and I come up 
with the scenario.  We usually play good verses evil with the good side having fewer but better quality 
combatants.  Sometimes the evil side will have an unlimited supply of figures to fight with but only a 
set number of figures on the board at the same time.  In the latter case, once a unit of 10 figures is 
eliminated, another unit of 10 will appear on the board edge the following turn.

Most of our games are played on a 4X4 foot game board.  For larger multi-player games, you can 
expand the board length to 6 feet.

Sequence of play
One side will perform all steps listed below.  When that side is done, the other side will do the same.  
After both sides have gone, the turn is over.

1. Morale: Check to see if any groups will run away.
2. Move: Move all figures up to their movement allowance.
3. Shoot:  Shoot with any eligible troops.  This includes magic spells.
4. Melee: Hand to hand combat with any troops in base contact with an enemy.  Enemies not hit 

may strike back.

Morale
Groups of troops are organized into groups of 10 men.  If the numbers fall below 6, there is a chance 
that the group will run away.  Whenever a group takes casualties and its numbers are below 6, roll a 
die.  If the result is above the amount of figures remain, that squad has lost heart and ran away.  
Remove it from the game.  Mounted figures work the same but mounted groups are organized into 
groups of 6.  Each figure is worth 2 for the purposes of morale.  So a full group would count as 12 
points for morale purposes.  If it takes a casualty. The total drops to 10 and so forth.   Named characters
never run away.

If there is an army standard (flag) present on the field, groups within 4” of the standard may deduct 1 
from the morale roll.  If the standard is captured, every group in the army must make an immediate 
morale check at +1 to the die roll.  

Move
Each figure has a set movement allowance.  Figures on foot move 6”.  Figures on a mount move 12”.   
Figures belonging to the same group should remain relatively close to the group as a whole, perhaps 
within 2-3” apart at the most.  Crossing terrain will cause the figure to use half movement.  It takes a 
whole move to climb a ladder from bottom to top and a half move to climb to the middle.  



Shoot
Figures not in melee contact may shoot at other figures not in melee contact.  The range is 12” for bow 
armed troops and 6” for troops armed with throwing weapons.  A trained figure will hit it's target on a 2
or less on a 6-sided die.  Untrained troops will hit there target on a 1 or less.  Some heroes may hit with 
a 3 or even a 4 or less.

Melee
Melee works much the same way as shooting except that the combatants' stands must be touching.  
Generally it is easier to hit in melee.  Average troops hit on a 3 or less.  Lesser troops hit on a 2 or less 
while heroes can often hit with a 4 or even a 5 or less.  

Armor
Should a figure get hit in combat, its armor may prevent it from being killed.  Roll 1 die per hit.  If the 
roll is equal to or less than the armor value, the shot glances off.
Armor Type Value

No armor 1

Shield or body armor 2

Shield and body armor 3

Protected by cover against shooting +1

Magic armor +1

Dragon scales etc 5

Strike Back
An enemy combatant that is completely missed by an attack may strike back at one of its attackers 
immediately.  Melee is resolved the same way as above.  Note that a miss on a strike back does not 
entitle the original attacker a strike back.  Strike back applies to melee combat only.

Magic
Wizards can cast one spell per turn.  Most magic is in unlimited supply but they may also cast a fireball
but only once per game.  The following spells are available.

Fireball: Hits up to 3 figures within a 3” area.  A save of 2 or less is required for the figure to survive 
the blast.

Freeze:  Hits two figures of the caster's choice.  A save of 2 or less is required or the figure is “frozen” 
for its next turn.  Any attacks on that figure are made at +1 to the hit chance.

Magic missile:  This spell works exactly like a regular missile shot.  Chance to hit is a 4 or less but an 
armor save applies.  



Sample Characters from Lord of the Rings
Type Melee Missile Armor

Elf Sword 3 0 2 or 3

Elf Bow 3 2 2 or 3

Elrond 4 Spells (No Fireball) 4

Gandalf 3 Spells 4

Aragorn 4 or 5 3 3 or 4

Boramir 4 0 3

Hobbit 1 or 2 2 1 or 2

Uruk Hai 3 0 3

Orc 2 0 3

Goblin 2 0 2

Goblin Archer 1 1 1

Warg and Rider 3 1 3

Troll 3 (X2) 0 3 (2 hits to kill)

Dragon 4 (X2) Breath like fireball 5 (3 hits to kill)


